
MOBILE GAMES ENTMT.
A complete  solution to grow your game and enter the fastest growing market.
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WHO WE ARE
Founded in 2019,  MGE is a team of seasoned senior business experts, with extensive knowledge of business innovation, IT 
and mobile games development. 

We focus on Casual and Card games, with the main goal of bringing mobile games publishing to the next level, through 
critical business solutions, data driven processes, sustainable growth and high performing mobile games production.

By utilizing our unique business backed approach, we generate new game ideas that tie business decisions to analytics 
insights and customer validation.

Based in Croatia, we work with independent international studios and developers from all over the world, with the goal to 
produce and promote some of the most original mobile game titles.

FOUNDED

2019
MGE is a team of  5 senior business experts , 

and indirectly  with more than 10 developers 

and Artist   

                          MGE APPS

22
9 iOS apps, 10 Android apps and 3 

Huawei Gallery apps

DOWNLOADS

  420K
350k iOS downloads and 70k 

Android app downloads
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OUR MISSION
By utilizing full potential of the mobile games market and our diversified senior team expertise,  we provide lifecycle power 
solutions and access to research, tech, growth and productivity while creating lasting opportunities.

OUR VISION

Become the leading mobile games publisher in the segment of Casual and Card games in the Global Market, focusing on 
small game developer studios. Using our unique approach, we will provide opportunities for studios in the early phase and 
help make their ideas become  reality. 
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WHAT WE DO
MGE is a company that develops, markets, publishes and distributes Casual and Card games to the global gaming market. 
We develop our own original and acquired IPs, as well as act as consultants for other publishers and game developers  
around the world through our game development divisions.

Our unique approach lies in the fact that we cover the entire gaming industry value chain, where work for hire, marketing 
and publishing have predictive and stable revenue streams and development with great option value.

● We are a part of the market undergoing rapid growth
● Our diversified business model ensures high revenue growth 
● We have a proven track record with ensured opportunities  ahead 
● Our incentives are aligned between management and investors
● MGE team has on average 10 years of experience within the gaming industry 
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HOW WE DO IT 

0
1 
PRODUCTION

- Development of own/original 
titles and work for hire

- Strategic partnership with three 
independent studios with 
unique expertises

- 8 fully owned IPs
- 5 ongoing projects

0
2 

PUBLISHING/BUSINESS
- Internationally oriented 

business
- 3 strategic partnership 

contracts for different markets
- 5 self-publish titles 
- Unique  screening tools and 

networking opportunities
- 5  ongoing  projects

0
1 

DATA ANALYTICS

- Data management
- A/B testing 
- Data research
- Data support for management
- Data driven business
- KPI tracking /project/unit/ 

business

0
2 

0
3 
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MGE HIGHLIGHTS
2021

1
New company validation for 2023 =  $7M

Revenue forecast is up to $1M in next 24 months for “Towers”;

Retention in test is very good (D1-30% , D7-14%);

Analytic data/research as resource for development;

New  market /platform in Asia (Onestore, Gameloft, SmartPass).

2
Cross-industry partnership and investment of $480k

Partners recognised the potential allowing us to build stronger 

relations with our Key partners;

Contract value through  partnership investment for 2021  is $480k;

Acquisition  of a studio with expertise in data analysis is underway;

Extension of cooperation with Korean 4The Balance in China market

- assumption =  get 0,1 market share in China in 2022.

3
Team growth and sustainability

Martina Mak joined the team as executive director;

Dunja Gambiraža joined the team as product and publishing expert;

Benjamin Banai joined the team as market psychology expert and data 

analyst.

4 Net revenue projected for Q4 2021 = USD180K
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PORTFOLIO
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MGE SOLITAIRE SERIES  2021 - Card Games, F2P

Building the whole Solitaire family
Being experts in card games, we currently have 5 self-published titles ready for release in 2021 and 2022, targeting 
Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, France and Switzerland as mains markets. 

MGE Solitaire series covers all key solitaire variations, ensuring both  user retention and acquisition  through 
diversification. 
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MGE Original IP
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MGE SOLITAIRE SERIES  2021 - Featured title

Three Towers Solitaire
Introducing HOLLAND TABLES - the new subgenre,  a set of features and new gameplay ensuring both user acquisition and 
retention. 

Why HOLLAND TABLES?

User /psychology Set of new features Output / KPIs

- Dynamics
- Stickiness
- Competition
- Adrenalin
- Mind training
- Strategy & skill

- ADDITIONAL  CARD- 
fundamental new feature in 
Solitaire games

- Sudden death
- Fight against time
- Versus mode
- 10 rounds

- Retention =TOP 25#
- Session length > 50%
- Stickenes > 50%
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Three Towers Solitaire
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Competitor Analysis

Three Towers Solitaire
Feature MGE (Three Magic 

Towers Solitaire)
Supertreat 
(Solitaire Grand 
Harvest)

Game Show 
Network (Solitaire 
TriPeaks) 

Samfinaco Limited 
(Solitaire Cruise 
Tripeaks)

Big Fish games 
(Fairway Solitaire)

Special PvE 

modes/levels

Versus mode Planting fields X X Different golf 
courses

Fight against time Every round shorter X X X X

Additional card After 3x streak X X X X

Dynamic 

competitive 

league/ladder

Leaderboard Rank (Bronze,Silver, 

Gold

Leaderboard X Profile- records & 

trophies 
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Performance, metrics and KPIs

Three Towers Solitaire - Retention rate

 Towers Top 25%

D1 30% 34%

D7 14% 13%

D28 7% 6%
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Performance, metrics and KPIs

Three Towers Solitaire
 Game Analytics Benchmark

Towers Top 25% Median Bottom 25% Rating

Average sessions per day 3.1 4 3 2 Median 

Average session length (min) 6.46 10 6 4 Median

Stickiness (DAU/MAU) 16% 27% 16% 8% Median

ARPPU $3.95 $12 $7 $3 Bottom 25%

ARPDAU $0.02 $0.13 $0.05 $0.01 Bottom 25%

For more details on game metrics and performance, please click here.
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https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5fde58fc18a0bb987f6e7c2a/61292001c18dc0dfc4c6acf7_Towers%20performance%20report.pdf


ROADMAP 2021 - 2022

Q4 2021

Towers Solitaire

2021 Q4 Production goals focus on Towers Solitaire and  include: 
stabilization of game performance,  technical tests, monetization model 
testing as well as extensive performance testing. After stabilization of  the 
game's performance and retention curves, we will have solid projections, 
metrics and will be ready for UA. 
UA first phase target is Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium and France.

Q4 2021 Focus:

- Continue the consistent content release to grow long-term  LTV 
- Game economy development, testing and upgrades
- Launch new game economy new  “In App purchase” elements and 

conversion sales system
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ROADMAP 2021 - 2022

Q1 2022

Towers Solitaire

Development of four titles within the Solitaire series  (Zen, Pyramid, 
Spider and  Classic), allowing us to focus on the KPIs retention and 
stabilization of retention, conversion and revenue projection curves.

Pre-Soft Launch production version of Solitaire Series will be wrapping up 
and followed by the first tests, allowing us to measure the product's 
potential. Solitaire game is based on the success of Towers and will 
leverage it’s core mechanics and expand our marketing demos. 

Q1 2022  Focus:

- Complete test and Soft launch of four titles within the Solitaire 
series

- Start of  developing the Mahjong Solitaire game from scratch
- MGE will use all knowledge of Solitaire card games and perform 

the extensive research and data analysis.
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ROADMAP 2021 - 2022

Q2 2022

Solitaire Series 

Solitaire Series roadmaps will be under review based on Q1 success. The 
current roadmap revolves around adding social features to allow players 
to connect through  tournaments, versus mode  and social media 
interaction. 

New content will be added to help with long term LTVs.

Design and staffing upgrades will be underway for the start of our next 
title - Mahjong Solitaire. 

Roadmap to 
Q3&4 2022 

and 2023
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Revenue Forecast 

Three Towers Solitaire - revenue forecast

2023.
2022 2023
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Revenue Forecast 

Solitaire series revenue 2022 - $ 1.04 M 
2022  Revenue

Towers  (year) $  787 k 

Zen (Q3 ,Q4 ) $  99 k 

Spider ( Q2, Q3, Q4) $  78 k

Classic (Q2, Q3, Q4) $    78  k

Pyramid ( Q2, Q3, Q4) $   78  k

TOTAL $  1.04M

2022  UA cost

Towers  $   240 k 

Zen $  60  k 

Spider $     45  k

Classic $     45 k

Pyramid $    45 k

TOTAL $  435 k
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FUTURE PLANS AND ROADMAP
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MGE Division Plans - Publishing  
INVESTING IN ADDITIONAL GENRES

MGE investments are a part of our sustainable and data driven process through which growth is inevitable.

In 2021 we have signed our first publishing contract, expanding our portfolio to the E-Spot genre, ensuring 
diversification and significant market coverage, while providing  profits and generating revenue. The release of our first 
E-Sports title is set for Q3 2022.

 

Title: World Cup Shooting
Genre: E-Sport
Type: Sports Shooting Simulation
Planned release date: Q3 2022
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MGE Portfolio Plans 
NEW TITLES 2022 - Casual Games

In  2022 we will release new Casual game titles, targeting the East Asian and Chinese Mobile Market. 

Timberlandria Polygone      Crab out
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2021/22
EXPECTED RELEASE

2021

Solitaire Towers, 
UA campaign  

2022

DAU  46k in 2021

2022

Q2, Q3, 2022 Solitaire (all games) 
, UA campaign  

2022

DAU 100k in 2022

2023

Q4 2022 - crossover Solitaire 
Mahjong UA campaign

2023

DAU 500k in 2023
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KEY FINANCIALS
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MGE Revenue Forecast

2021 2022 2023

Gross 
revenue

$ 200k $ 1.04M $ 3.5 M

Net revenue $ 126 k $ 429  k $ 2.6 M

Expenses $  51 k $ 435  k $ 790 k

Labor cost $ 23k $ 176 k $ 176 k
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2021/22
MGE Financial milestones

ASK                                                 $  700k   (Q4, 2021)                                                        
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OUR TEAM
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TEAM - We got it covered

01    |   BELA Ikotic - CEO  

02    |   IGOR Bogdanovic - CFO

03    |   DUNJA Gambiraza - Product Owner

04    |   MARTINA Mak - Executive director 

05    |   BENJAMIN  Banai - Data Analyst / User acquisition specialist 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/bela-ikoti%C4%87-68027915/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/martina-mak-5938397/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-banai/


REASONS TO INVEST
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Mobile game 
downloads in 2020

80 B

Players spent in 
mobile game in 2020

$100 B

App Store’s revenue share 
for mobile game in  2020

66 %

Players spent is set to 
reach by  2025

$138 B

MOBILE GAMES 
STATS & TRENDS

By examining the industry’s trends and adopting them, we wish to take advantage of this opportunity and increase our market share.  That's why we 
use tactic and goals setting up on user behavior data, data analyses and experience which are crucial for successful game performance
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Key investment highlights - MGE
We are a fast growing mobile games publishing company with a proven track record and market success. 

Our experience in development, user acquisition, distribution, cross-promotion, monetization, community and support 
management, allows us to get our titles to the top of charts, increase revenue and ensure their success in the global market.

● We  know how to choose high potential titles in  the early stages of development, that offer unique gameplay to keep 
users engaged and loyal

● We control the whole value chain - from inception to completion 
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Number of IPs in               
portfolio in 2022

200K
            DAU in 2022             DAU in 2023

500K

Total projected 
income in 2022

$1.0M
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THANK YOU.

Get in touch.
www.mge.games

Enquiries: Bela Ikotic, CEO
bela.ikotic@mge.hr
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http://www.mge.games
mailto:bela.ikotic@mge.hr
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobile-games-entertainment/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=Mobile+Games+Entertainment+Ltd.
https://apps.apple.com/hr/developer/mobile-games-entertainment-d-o-o/id1472630219

